A2B Case Study: Transport for London
THE CLIENT
Transport for London (TfL) is the most iconic and
recognised public transport brand in the world. No
other city is as defined by its transport system as
London, with its red buses, black cabs and Tube
trains instantly recognised the world over. With 24
million journeys made across TfL networks every
single day, the brand is the 24/7 lifeblood of a
global community and Britain’s economic
powerhouse.
All TfL’s income is reinvested to run, maintain and
improve services. The organisation is currently
making the biggest investment in a generation to
improve roads and streets for drivers, cyclists and
pedestrians. Further projects are constantly under
way to upgrade stations, deploy new trains and
buses and to make better use of the
organisation’s enviable retail portfolio.

THE CHALLENGE
But with TfL’s sprawling range of responsibilities
and long history came many operational
challenges. There were many legacy systems and
processes to deal with. An abortive privatisation of
London Underground (into Metronet and Tube
Lines) had been well publicised in the media and
created commercial strictures, not to mention
complex employee relations and a natural
suspicion towards change.

Typical organisational barriers included:

The Station Upgrades Division, responsible for
station improvements, was typical of the groups of
professionals affected by these upheavals. An
amalgam of people shuffled together by constant
reorganisation and worn down by bureaucracy,
despite eminent skills, the department had a
culture of suspicion, a reputation for cost overruns
and fractious relations.



A non-optimal environment for ownership of
projects and strategies



Activities and progress obscured, so that effort
often went uncredited



A need and desire to improve morale



Despite ample skills, a need to empower
teams to improve and achieve



Good ideas mired in process, instead of
accelerated forward



A feeling that red tape and committee
management was stifling innovation



Eradicating waste and
improving work efficiency



Producing an empowered workforce,
confident enough to maintain project
momentum and engaged with constant
personal and professional improvement

THE SOLUTION
Graeme Shaw, then Head of Station
Upgrades (he now heads up the prestige
Northern Line extension programme), says he
needed “fast, effective and believable”
improvement.
A2B Excellence was commissioned to create
a bespoke lean management programme,
designed around the specific challenges
faced by the Station Upgrades Team.
A2B was tasked with:




Creating team engagement and buy-in –
including shift teams who may never even
meet each other day-to-day
Identifying opportunities
repeated processes

to

optimise

measurably

THE LEAN BREAKTHROUGH METHOD
The programme was carefully designed to meet
TfL’s unique set of needs. Lean Breakthrough
Events were even held at night so that nightworkers could attend. At each event, roles, paygrades and contracts were left at the door –
everyone was invited to contribute their insight, to
be heard and to be part of the decision-making
process. Attendees came from all walks of life –
and all mindsets. Evangelists for change sat
alongside the operation’s harshest critics: if we
could persuade them to buy in to new ways of
working, then the whole business would follow.
A physical environment was created in which any
negativity could be sidestepped and new ideas
percolate throughout each team. The Lean
Breakthrough Events were also scheduled at
fortnightly intervals, so that ideas could be rapidly
tested and validated before coming back to the
group for refinement. Attendees discovered:


How to visualise their role and activities as part
of a greater whole



Their right to question, discover and improve



Connections
organisation



Their own abilities to contribute to process
improvement and waste reduction

throughout

the

wider

The rapid instigation and development of solutions
soon became a source of immense momentum,
with teams returning after their two weeks “back
on the job” with countless new ideas.
Experimentation became the norm, unlocking
instant change and value creation.
Senior managers received similar training
opportunities to ensure complete coverage, and
a trickledown process implemented whereby
trainees became trainers to propagate bestpractice throughout the organisation.
To date, over 400+ members of the Station
Upgrade personnel have had personal, in-depth
process improvement training. Directly qualified,
externally validated savings have topped £11m.

“The beauty of the programme is that once the initial sessions
have been completed, all benefits are realised as part of a
normal working day. Disruption is kept to a minimum as any
expert coaching or direction is more than offset by
efficiencies uncovered during the Breakthrough Events. The
majority of the Champions have found the new way of
looking at things quite addictive as it becomes more difficult
not to see efficiencies than to find them!”
Ian Rowan – Quantity Surveyor

“Every day held a new insight which generated a tangible
change within us. The changes which we went through have
fundamentally changed the way I conduct business. Small
step changes are the best way to adapt to the challenges we
all face – we cannot change the world overnight but lots of
small mods put together make a huge impact. Above all I’ve
learnt to always keep an open mind. I try to continually
challenge everything I do and keep improving.”
Jag Chima – Lead Project Engineer

THE BENEFITS
Targets and incentives alone are not sufficient to
raise team performance and morale.
To achieve a lasting step-change, team members
also need:


the authority and freedom to challenge the
status quo



reliable approaches which they can apply to
their situations



the opportunity to prototype for change – with
the support of co-workers

Graeme Shaw and the Station Upgrades team
benefited from:


A collective discovery of new, efficient
approaches – and shared glory in success



Cross-silo engagement which created new
connections and uncovered rapid, major
efficiencies and cultural change



A deeper sense of teamwork and shared
endeavour which breaks down barriers to
communication permanently



Success validated by scrutiny from the Mayor
of London’s Independent Investment
Programme Advisory Group

Waste and inefficiency is now seen as an
opportunity for improvement. Teams collectively
own their processes and activities, with employees
- and now other parts of the supply chain –
chiming in to offer new perspectives on project
delivery. Trust is now a common currency and
profitable new working relationships have been
forged.

WORK WITH A2B
At A2B Excellence, we significantly raise morale
and engagement in teams; today and for the
duration of the project. It’s a step-change in
productivity,
evidenced
by
improved
performance every day. We help people at all
levels to work together to get their projects over
the line, creating efficiency, productivity, and
happier workplaces.
Our model scales from twenty delegates to many
hundreds, and our team will make it their business
to tailor every aspect of each engagement to
your business: the contexts in which you work and
the challenges you face today.
We believe that any project is only as motivated
as its people – and the reasons for inertia are
many. Recognition, collaboration, authority,
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clarity and many more factors are required to get
the most out of your team. We are only too
pleased to help – see our website or get in touch
for more details.

